
KMA, S.C. Merges with Chicago-Based SSG,INC December 31, 2022 

We are pleased to announce that as of January 1, 2023, Schuman Simon + Grodecki, LTD 
(“SSG”) has merged with KMA, S.C. Watch for the official press release in January on the 
KMA website _https://cpakma.com_ and social media pages. 

 _KMA LinkedIn_  |   KMA Facebook_  

SSG has been focused on finding a firm that not only shares our similar values, expertise, and 
culture; but also one that could provide additional resources to ensure your financial, tax, and 
advisory needs are met for many years to come. KMA, SC is a full-service, Madison-Wisconsin 
based firm, comprised of highly skilled professionals with a wide array of knowledge. The 
organization strategically invests its resources in talent and technology, which consistently 
brings increased value and expertise to clients in a way many competitors cannot. We are 
confident KMA is the right partner for our clients, our staff, and business relationships. 

Our staff will continue to be located at our current Chicago office at 626 W. Jackson Blvd, Suite 
650, Chicago, Illinois. Your current SSG professional will continue to be your primary contact. 
Below you will find our new contact information. Please take a moment to explore our new 
website and familiarize yourself with our new look.  

Our success and growth over the past 70 years has been driven by our outstanding clients. We 
would like to take this time to sincerely thank you for your continued business, loyalty, and 
friendship. 

NEW EMPLOYEE EMAIL ADDRESSES  Telephone numbers & Address will remain the same! 

James P Grodecki | jim.grodecki@cpakma.com 
Harvey Redfern | harvey.redfern@cpakma.com 
Kenneth McKee | kenneth.mckee@cpakma.com 
Mary M Reed | mary.reed@cpakma.com 
Kevin Havey | kevin.havey@cpakma.com 
Marcus McGrath | marcus.mcgrath@cpakma.com 
Jeff Grodecki | jeff.grodecki@cpakma.com 
Elizabeth Sviokla | elizabeth.sviokla@cpakma.com 
Thomas Miller | thomas.miller@cpakma.com 
Jon Grodecki | jon.grodecki@cpakma.com 
Shirley Bennett| shirley.bennett@cpakma.com  

If you should have any questions, please contact your KMA representative (prior Schuman 
Simon and Grodecki representative). 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/kma-cpas-and-consultants-llp
https://www.facebook.com/kmacpas/
https://cpakma.com/



